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Abstract —Internet of Things (IoT) device proliferation is altering how IT architects upgrade 
their infrastructures. There is little dispute that data and analysis have advanced to the edge, 
with a variety of sensors and tracking tools capturing data for practically every imaginable use, 
from smart cities and energy grids to industries, airlines, automobiles, and retail establishments. 
In addition to causing service interruptions, new edge computing potential risks such as 
horizontal assaults, account theft, entitlement fraud, DDoS attacks, and others can also cause 
other problems. A transformation toward the Zero Trust Security Architecture has been 
proposed in this work in response to the increase in cyber attacks experienced across these 
unprotected domains. The difficulties that security teams currently confront can be solved by 
the confluence of this shift. 

Index Terms — Cloud Computing, Edge Computing, Threat detection, Machine learning and 
Deep learning techniques, Zero Trust Architecture. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent years have witnessed a surge in Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications and solutions 
because of deep learning advancements. Millions of Bytes of data are generated at the network 
edge by the billions of wireless and IoT devices connected to the web as an outcome of the 
rapid advancements in smart phones and the Machine Intelligence of Things. By 2023, there 
will be more IP-connected gadgets than people on the planet, more than a threefold increase 
[1]. Up from 18.4 billion in 2018, there will be 29.3 billion connected gadgets by 2023. 
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) connections’ market share will increase from 33% in 2018 to 
50% in 2023 and 14.7 billion M2M connections will exist. The success of IoT and Intelligent 
systems has intensified the demand to extend the frontiers of AI to the network edge in order 
to achieve the full potential of big data. Edge Computing is an appealing approach to facilitate 
computation-intensive intelligent systems at endpoints in order to accomplish this trend. The 
idea behind edge computing is to gather, store, process, and interpret information close to the 
point of use in order to accelerate reaction speed as well as conserve bandwidth. Edge 
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computing is a distributed data processing system that enables applications to be run closer to 
information sources such as edge servers, IoT Sensor nodes, and localized endpoints [2]. 
Therefore, we presume that edge computing could have a similar significant impact on society 
the way cloud computing had. 

Edge computing is different from cloud computing because it could take up to two seconds to 
deliver messages to a centralized data hub, which leads to delays in the decision-making 
procedure. Organizations prefer edge computing over cloud computing since the latter can 
cause shortfalls for them owing to signal latencies. In addition to latencies, edge technology is 
chosen instead of cloud technology in remote geographical areas with poor or nonexistent 
access to a centralized site. Edge computing offers the ideal solution for this local storage 
requirement, which is analogous to that of a miniature data centre, at these locations shown in 
figure 1. Cloud and edge computing can coexist. The edge extends and enhances the cloud. 
The following are the primary benefits of fusing cloud and edge computing [3]: 

 Performance of the backhaul: Autonomous edge computing nodes are capable of 
handling a variety of calculation activities without transferring the underlying data to the cloud. 

 Accelerated service response: Deployed edge-based intelligent applications can 
dramatically speed up reaction times and cut down on transmission delays. 

 Robust cloud backup: The cloud can offer strong processing power and vast, scalable 
storage in circumstances where the edge cannot afford it. 

The edge devices, edge servers, edge networks, and core infrastructure can be seen as the four 
functional layers that comprise the model of edge computing [4][5]. These layers accomplish 
the following tasks: 

a) Edge Devices (end users): The edge network contains many linked devices that serve 
as data producers and consumers, such as Internet of Things (IoT) devices. 

b) Edge Network: The World Wide Web (WWW), data centre networks, and wireless 
communication networks connect the whole infrastructure, encompassing servers, devices, and 
core infrastructure. 

c) Edge Servers: These servers, which are owned and supplied by infrastructure providers, 
are in charge of supplying virtualized management services. Additionally, edge data centers 
that are linked to the conventional cloud are being established. 

d) Core Network: The core network is responsible for providing network access, notably 
internet, wireless, and cloud computing services. 

EDGE COMPUTING: TO THE CORE  

A. Security Vulnerabilities common to Edge Computing 
In many ways, edge computing is a type of minimized data centre. Minimization can frequently 
imply that security elements are removed or scaled back to reduce the cost of the edge facility 
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[6]. Although it’s not the only factor, this is the main incremental security risk source in edge 
computing. Other factors include: 

 Information backup, collection, and safeguards vulnerabilities: As already been 
mentioned, data kept at the edge is not often subject to the same physical security measures as 
data centers. In reality, it might be easy to copy data from a memory stick or remove the disc 
from an edge computing resource and seize a whole database. It may be challenging or even 
impossible to back up crucial files in edge computing facilities due to their restricted internal 
storage possibilities, which means that in the event of an incident, there might be no replicate 
copy to rescue the databases. 

 Threats from passwords and authentication: Edge data centers are seldom backed by 
native, security-conscious IT personnel. This situation encourages weak password practices, 
such as admitting default credentials, using simple common passwords to memorize, 
publishing notes with passwords for specific systems, and failing to change passwords 
frequently. In many cases, maintaining the edge systems may be a part-time job assigned to 
many people. Similarly, for the convenience of both users and administrators, edge systems 
may refrain from employing robust authentication techniques like multifactor / two-stage 
verification. 

 Challenges of perimeter defence: Edge computing makes perimeter defence more 
challenging and widens the IT periphery. The credentials for this are frequently saved at the 
edge since edge systems themselves may need to authorize their apps with collaborator apps in 
the data centre. This implies that a compromise in edge security may reveal authentication 
information for data centre assets, greatly extending the scope of the security incident. 

 Risks of cloud migration: Different cloud software platforms and services approach 
edge aspects in different ways, it can be simple to lose track of the specific link between edge 
and cloud. Giving edge devices a secure access to cloud resources and apps can be challenging 
if they are basic controllers, which is frequently the case. Because of this, it is particularly 
critical to evaluate access control, cloud-to-edge connectivity, and other security measures. 

 IoT and edge security threats: IoT edge applications provide significant security holes. 
Since IoT devices are built for minimal cost, low power dissipation, and deployment in 
environments that are frequently not suited for complicated technology due to factors like 
temperature and humidity, dust, or vibration. 
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Figure 1 Edge Computing Paradigm 

B. Edge Intelligence 
Edge intelligence refers to a network of interconnected systems and peripherals that use AI 
systems to gather, cache, interpret, and analyze data near the location of data acquisition. Edge 
intelligence strives to improve data processing while preserving user and data security and 
privacy. The crucial distinction between edge intelligence and conventional approaches is with 
edge intelligence, processing of data and applications is conducted locally on the sensor rather 
than exporting all data to a particular remote server [7]. Edge caching, edge training, edge 
inference, and edge offloading are the first four key elements of edge intelligence that uncovers 
[8]. 

In edge intelligence, data created by edge devices is gathered and stored using a distributed 
storage system named edge caching. For instance, there are a lot of comparable pixels among 
subsequent frames in prolonged mobile visual field analysis. Certain edge nodes with limited 
resources must transmit gathered footage to edge services or the cloud for additional 
processing. With cache, edge devices merely need to upload various pixels or frames. Based 
on the training set cached at the edge, the hidden patterns, or the best values for all the biases 
and weights are gained while training. Typically, edge servers or end devices are used for edge 
learning. Meanwhile, compared to training on a processor or a GPU, training is substantially 
slower. In order to compute the output on edge systems and servers, algorithms are employed 
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to infer the testing entity in a forward pass. Offloading techniques that manage the distribution 
of processing power among the various tasks are used in conjunction with inference and 
training techniques. With the existence of billions of devices and an increase in 5G users, edge 
devices would therefore emerge. 

C. Zero Trust Security Framework 
Zero Trust is a security framework that mandates that before granting or maintaining access to 
applications and data, all users whether inside or outside the organization’s network must first 
authenticate, authorize, and undergo ongoing security configurations and posture validation. 
The strategy of “never trust, always verify” is the foundation of the zero-trust approach [9]. In 
parallel, before granting access, the system must verify each and every entity that requests a 
connection to its resources, each and every time the user attempts to interact with the system, 
thus asserting that all network traffic should be regarded as untrusted [10]. It refers to a security 
threat model without the assumption that the users, devices, data, applications, and services 
that operate within the security limit of an organization should be automatically trusted. 

Therefore, trust architecture necessitates businesses to frequently check and verify that a 
customer and their device have the proper permissions and credentials. Together with 
compliance or other requirements to take into account before approving the transaction, it also 
necessitates the implementation of a policy that takes customer and device risk into account. 
In order to set controls on what and where they connect, it is necessary for the organization to 
be aware of all of its services and premium profiles. Onetime validation seems insufficient 
since threats and consumer characteristics are all dynamic [11]. The underlying factors assist 
to implement a zero-trust approach in a cloud and edge integrated computing environment [12]: 

(i)Determination of Sensitive Data: This is the basic notion behind the Zero Trust concept. To 
choose the appropriate security, the edge service provider must identify critical information, 
such as personal details, health records, proprietary information, or credit and debit card data. 
Additionally, this notion supports the idea that the system design of edge deployment 
guarantees proper security of the critical data [31]. 

(ii)Routing Sensitive Information Flows: This aspect relates to tracking the movement of private 
information over the edge network. This concept results in the formation of micro-networks as 
this flow may be multidirectional [32-34]. 

(iii)Later part Authorization (People): The Zero Trust strategy is based on the authentication of 
trusted users and identification security. Technologies like Identity and Access Management 
(IAM), Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), etc. are included in this. Because of this, all 
permissions are constantly monitored and verified for user credibility. 

(iv)Machine Authorization: The most important and fundamental aspect of a Zero Trust approach 
is machine trustworthiness. Therefore, mechanism of record solutions like Device Managers 
must be used to evaluate the machines or devices connected to the edge. 

(v)Limiting Accessibility: The least privileged access rights describe Zero Trust protection. The 
importance of access control has increased for edge security. Additionally, excessive access 
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that results in insider incidents is the primary cause of insider threats in the cloud computing 
paradigm. 

(vi)Application Security: Adoption of Application Security Zero Trust focuses on protecting and 
managing the application layer, along with containers and virtual machines. In the Zero Trust 
method, Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) has been regarded as enabling the appropriate 
access control to applications. 

(vii)Analyze the ecosystem of zero trust with security analytics: Through the use of logging and 
data analytics, the entire micro perimeter ecosystem will be scanned for any harmful activities. 
Additionally, Zero-Trust makes use of a variety of analytical system capabilities, including 
advanced security analytics and security user behavior analytics, to enable edge security 
specialists to monitor what is occurring at any given moment and deploy defences more wisely. 

Several researches relating to data collecting security is currently being conducted. There are 
two groups into which the studies have been grouped. Targeted defending tactics comprise the 
first category. The strategy’s major goal is to respond appropriately to attacks based on the 
traits of malicious node attacks, thereby nullifying the attack. A Security and Energy Efficient 
Disjoint Route (SEDR) technique countering the black attack, for instance, was proposed by 
Liu et.al. [13] The other type of prevention is a strategy that can be used in most scenarios. A 
trust-based strategy is the most effective way to ward off attacks [14]–[16]. Instead of adopting 
a targeted attack action, this sort of method adopts the appropriate data routing technique to 
determine the node’s trust level. The node is seen as trustworthy and its trust is increased if its 
behavior matches what is expected of it [29][30]. If not, its credibility is diminished. When a 
node transmits data, a high-trust node is chosen as the intermediary node to minimize the 
selection of malicious nodes, which can enhance the likelihood that the data will be 
successfully communicated. 

D. Network Edge Machine Intelligence Techniques 
The current advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the enormous volume of data make 
deep learning technology advisable. The driving factor for moving learning to the edge is to 
enable quick access to the massive amounts of real-world data produced by network edge for 
rapid AI model training and interpretation, which in turn gives the devices humanlike intellect 
to react quickly to actual events [17]. Deep learning algorithms often demand enormous 
amounts of data and processing power. Real-time data sources include limited power IoT 
devices like standard cameras. However, they are inappropriate for the training and inference 
of deep learning models due to their constrained computing and storage capacities [5]. By 
fusing deep learning with edge computing, edge AI technology offers a remedy. Consequently, 
edge devices or servers are positioned close to those end devices and used for installing deep 
learning models that employ IoT-generated data. Deep learning calculations are anticipated to 
be moved as much as feasible from the cloud to the edge thanks to edge intelligence. This 
makes it possible to create a range of decentralized, low-latency, durable, and intelligence 
services. One of the most significant developments in Machine Learning (ML) edge computing 
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is the need for real-time processing in Computer Vision (CV) applications that deal with large 
amounts of data, like video pictures and Natural Language Processing (NLP). 

E. Contributions of the Work 
The following contributions are produced through this study: 

 Outlining trust management problems at the edge of the edge computing network 
architecture, providing a rigorous analysis of the methods and approaches that have already 
been proposed to address trust management problems. 

 Putting out a cutting-edge trust management system to guarantee data security at the 
edge and strong trust relying on edge devices for quick and effective communication and 
processing. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In order to serve edge computing, Yuan and Li [18] developed a trust model that may also be 
applied to larger-scale computing. Their inter-feedback approach introduced three primary 
layers: the network, the broker, and the device layer, and embraced the concept of Global Trust 
Degree (GTD), which is direct trust and feedback trust from brokers and edge nodes. The term 
“multisource” refers to the generation of feedback from both edge devices and service brokers. 
For the efficiency assessment, Global Convergence Time (GCT) was used. Using the NetLogo 
event simulator and a Personalized Similarity Measure (PSM) experiments were done. Using 
the Task Failure Ratio (TFR), reliability was evaluated. 

The provision of configuration updates, control commands, and the sending and receiving of 
status data is a constant requirement for providers of smart services. In that same context, 
Industrial IoT (IIoT) controllers must assure the accuracy of inputs and safeguard themselves 
against unwanted interference. [19] Demonstration of a trust mechanism for edge devices in an 
Industrial IoT (IIoT) setting addressed this issue by demonstrating how to achieve 
confidentiality, reliability, and validity at both the software and hardware domains. A Trusted 
Execution Environment (TEE) was crafted in a slightly updated Real-Time Operating System 
since Trust Zone is receiving a lot of attention as a result of Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) 
processors; however, no additional implementation was available. 

An IoT trust domain [20] to safeguard IoT environment from harmful threats with a reliable 
gateway solution was suggested. Smart workplaces and home automation both could be 
benefited from this approach. The solution moves IP addresses through a gateway system, 
where they were later changed to IDs. All connected devices’ ID info was kept in a network’s 
ID table, which served as a repository. Although no implementation was offered, theoretically 
the system performed well when compared to an untrusted domain. A methodology presented 
by Mendoza and Kleinschmidt [21] detected faulty nodes based on the services they selected 
to offer. All nodes initially had a trust value of 0 and notification packets were sent to initiate 
the neighbor finding process. A node’s trust value increased when it rendered a service, and it 
reduced when it failed to do so. The implementation of this trust mechanism in the Cooja 
simulation made available by Contiki OS resulted in the successful detection of rogue nodes. 
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Nodes exchange credentials for third-party intrusion-related verification in order to 
communicate. Even so, access is restricted in a tactical context, such as during military 
activities or search and rescue missions. Furthermore, it is impossible to distribute passwords 
early on or guarantee hardware stability. To address these issues, [22] suggested a paradigm 
using strategic cloud resources that provide data staging, screening, onward deployment, and 
data-gathering points for disjointed systems. Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC), OpenSSL 
ciphers, and Stanford Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) are used in the recommended trust 
approach. A threat model created by Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) is 
utilized to assess the system. Of the 60 potential risks it suggests, 14 are taken into account for 
the strategic environment. 12 out of 14 threats were completely and partially handled after 
deployment utilizing open-source strategic cloud resources. 

More than half of IoT devices are smart phones connected to wireless networks, and these 
devices are open to several security risks. [23] Focused on a Model for Data Privacy and 
provided a trust management framework for the application, communication, and sensor layers-
the three levels that make up the IoT architecture. The architecture was centered on a security 
specialist with ample processor and memory power to handle all operations, reducing overload 
for devices with limited resources [26-28]. Among the methods utilized by the system for 
authentication were the elliptic curve cryptosystem, context-aware location privacy, the zero-
knowledge protocol, mechanisms for access control, and the distribution of public keys by the 
security manager. Additionally, layer encryption techniques and data origin authentication 
schemes were used for packet security and anonymity. The concept was straightforward and 
addressed every issue; however, there was no appropriate examination or demonstration. 
Further, the security administrator, whose failure would bring down the entire system, 
performed more than half of the processing. 

A general trust management approach for IoT infrastructure was put forth by Sharma et al. 
[24]. It outlined all specifications needed to determine whether edge devices can be trusted 
with updates and services. To assess the system, a novel trust or and trustee idea was taken into 
account. The system as a whole has four phases: In order to compute trust, models such as 
machine learning, flow, fuzzy, probabilistic, and statistical models were used. Two 
architectures, centralized and distributed, were used for trust dissemination. The final phase 
included update and maintenance, which took place in an event-driven and time-driven 
circumstance. There was no suitable implementation provided as it is a generic framework. 

III. PROPOSED ZERO TRUST SECURITY ARCHITECTURE FOR EDGE AI 
By eliminating unauthorized users and unmanaged devices and restricting all lateral movement, 
the Zero Trust security framework helps to secure on-premises as well as edge/cloud resources. 
Crypto algorithms, device authentication, Identity and Access Management (IAM) and 
multifactor identity management are among the technologies that Zero Trust uses [25]. 
Additionally, applying this paradigm necessitates the validation and reliability testing of all 
network related and external components. Likewise, the principle of minimal access is upheld 
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when permission is granted through this security model, and the user is restricted to only those 
resources that are permitted for each and every user. 

The Microcore and Perimeter 
To safeguard the network and its data, modern networks rely on a variety of security tools and 
measures. These consist of firewalls, Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS), gateways for content 
filtering and Virtual Private Networks (VPN), as well as other encryption tools. [26] 
Anticipates the creation of a brand-new product category termed a network Segmentation 
Gateway (SG) for this future-state network. This incorporates all of the characteristics and 
capabilities of distinct, discrete security solutions into the very structure of the SG. Designers 
have a device that can be placed right in the middle of the network because of the inclusion of 
a packet-forwarding engine. The greater value of the SG is in its capacity to securely segment 
networks appropriately and incorporate security into the fundamental infrastructure of the 
network. 

A segmentation gateway would need numerous high-speed links and specific global policy. 
This integrates security into the structure of the segmentation gateway. Each switching zone 
connected to an interface in the Zero Trust network is referred to as a “Microcore and 
Perimeter” (MCAP) is shown in figure 2. Due to the shared functionality and global policy 
attributes of all the resources inside a given microcore, each segmented zone functions as its 
own microcore switch and can be thought of each zone as a micro perimeter. By combining all 
the switches found within all the MCAPs into a single switching mesh, you can centrally 
manage all MCAP. 

The evaluation of nodes’ trust is the central concept of this research. Higher trust is assigned 
to nodes who faithfully carry out their mandate, while lower trust is assigned to nodes that 
behave unpredictably, preventing low-trust nodes from taking part in the data collecting 
process [27][28]. A node’s overall trust level is calculated by integrating its trust level across 
the most recent time. The average value of trust degree evaluation is the most basic way of 
synthesizing trust level. The overall proposed framework is depicted in Figure 3. Figure 3 
shows the architecture and the workflow automation goes from the total request to access 
control and its validation. Once the validation is done the access get transfers to the appropriate 
assets.  
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Figure 2 Microcore and Perimeter 

 
The preceding is the typical approach for evaluating trust: 

Mobile edge nodes first gather the sensor nodes’ trust information, which they then analyze to 
determine the value of the trust chains. Then, mobile edge nodes update storage by uploading 
the trust values, including base stations and ground receivers. Finally, edge devices like base 
stations will upload pertinent results if there are cloud mandates. The algorithm [27] for trust 
evaluation is as shown below: 

For Node A Do 

Assign an initial value trust value ᶲof a node A and the degree of change ᶲ′ of the trust value 

 if nodeAistrusted then ᶲ=ᶲ + (ᶲ − ᶲ ) 

elseᶲ= ᶲ −  (ᶲ − ᶲ ) 

if  ᶲ value is greater than the threshold value then node is trusted 

else not trusted 
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Figure 3 The proposed framework 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Due to the cost effective feature of edge computing, more numbers of large scale, small and 
medium scale enterprises universally adopt it. The edge environment is created using a secure 
network running in Edge Core Switch. 5 computers were added out of which 2 runs in Ubuntu, 
1 in Windows 11, 1 in Kali Linux and 1 runs Windows server 2022, data centre version. Kali 
Linux machine is used as attacker machine and rest all are the clients connected to the server. 
All the traffic are captured and interpreted by the server machine. For security purpose all the 
IPs are masked and the entire network remain anonymous.  

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
The entire experimentation is carried out to ensure the reliability of zero trust edge access to 
the nodes under the experimental setup is shown in figure 3. In order to ensure the privacy part 
of experimentation, all the IP addresses were anonymized. This creates a more challenge to 
validate the proposed claim. In addition, to ensure zero trust, the attacker machines identities 
were also masked so that it can look legitimate. The traffic flow monitoring is enabled for all 
the interfaces. Traffic overview and its representation: TS  Time Stamp, pp  port/protocol, 
class denotes the ground truth mention of the IP. Further, the results are statistically analyzed 
and validated with different distribution function such as Cumulative Distribution Function 
(CDF) and Empirical CDF (ECDF) etc. Dataset which we considered were collected in the 
public honeypot (TPOT based honeypot project deployed in the cloud) between the dates 
March 2020 – March 2022. Figure4 – Figure8 shows the output results of the proposed claim. 
Figure 4 shows the total IP activities against the total ports in the communication protocol 
stack. Figure 5 and 6 shows the statistical report of the total volumetric data where Figure 7 
shows the unique IP statistics and the pattern.  
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Figure 4 IPs activity pattern along with probabilistic ECDF vs port rank 

 

(a) Data volume (per day) 
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(b) Data volume (per 4 days) 

 

Figure 5 Statistics of the total volumetric data 

 

Figure 6 Statistics of the total volume/month (random data: March 2021) 
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Figure 7 Statistics of unique IP and its traffic pattern (24/7/365) 

 

Figure 8 Confusion Matrix of the ports/protocols 
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From the experimental results as depicted in the graphs shown in the Figure 4 – figure 8, it is 
very clear that the proposed model is efficient enough to classify the data pattern among the 
nodes within the network. Figure 8 shows the confusion matrix generated for the ground truth 
class and total service available for classification. This achieves the higher layer of security 
with zero trust knowledge towards knowing the data flow in the network. Even the infected 
computer data is classified anonymously.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
In edge computing, as we perceive that as well, data collection, transmission, retention, and 
computation all take place at the network’s edge. Edge computing also addresses a significant 
issue with bandwidth in cloud computing, but new issues including privacy, security, latency, 
computation power at the edge, and offloading need to be addressed. The establishment of the 
trust is one of the numerous issues that edge computing confronts. By offering a trust 
management approach to assess the dependability of edge nodes, this research aims to address 
the most important problem relating to the security and reliability of edge devices. 
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